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A 3-PART Consideration
(over two days)
◦ WHERE HAVE WE BEEN?
◦ WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
◦ A PROPOSAL FOR FIVE MINDSHIFTS
Mindshift #1-Mindshift #2-Mindshift #3-Mindshift #4-Mindshift #5—
A CHALLENGE

WHERE HAVE
WE BEEN?
(WHAT HAS BEEN
THE DIVER OF
TEACHING AND
LEARNING IN THE
LAST THREE
DECADES?)

THIRTY YEARS OF TEST_PREP

Best performances 2018 NAEP scores (often called American’s
Report Card) are in 4th grade math, reading, and science where a bit

NAEP

more than a third of students perform at or above the proficient level.
Even in those instances, however, scores indicate that fewer than half
of the students tested are proficient in those content areas.

By 12th grade, there is only one subject (writing) in which as many as
a quarter of students met the “Proficient or Above” benchmark.

NAEP (contd’)

In the 2018 administration of NAEP in history, geography, and civics:
Ø scores for nearly all 8th graders fell in history since 2014, erasing nearly
all gains since the test was first administered in 1994,
Ø scores fell in geography too, largely due to a downturn in students
performing at the 25th percentile or lower
Ø 34% of students scored below “basic” in history (compared to 29% in 2014),
29% fell below basic in geography (compared to 25% in 2014).
Ø only in civics did students’ scores even remain flat. Since 1988, scores
in this area of the assessment have only increased by 3 points.

International measures of achievement are no more encouraging than

TIMMS

U.S.-only measures. For example, most recent scores from the
TIMMS test (Trends in International Math and Science Study),
administered to students in many countries across the globe, U.S.
fourth graders ranked #14 in math among 49 participating countries,
with 5 participating East Asian countries scoring markedly higher
than other countries, U.S. students were also bettered by Northern
Ireland, the Russian Federation, Norway, Iceland, England, Belgium,
Kazakhstan, and Portugal. Scores of U.S. students in 2015 remain at
the same achievement level as in 2011.

TIMMS (cont’d)

U.S. eighth graders ranked # 11 of 39 countries taking the TIMMS
in 2015 and maintained the same achievement level as 2011.
Similarly, U.S. twelfth graders who took the Advanced TIMMS
showed the same achievement level in 2015 as in 1995 when the
test was first administered.

(TIMMS & PIRLS International Study Center, ND)

Another well-regarded international measure of
achievement, the PISA test (Program for International

PISA

Student Achievement), most recently administered in 2015
found U.S. 15-year-olds ranking #39 among 70 countries
in math, #25 of 70 in science, and #24 of 70 in reading.
These scores reflect and 11-point drop for U.S. students
since the previous administration of the PISA in math,
with flat performance over the same time period in science
and reading.
(Jackson & Kiersz, 2016)

PISA (cont’d)

When PISA scores for the test administered in 2018 were released in 2019, scores
for students in the U.S. appeared to improve a bit, but, in fact, they remained flat from
2015 results and U.S. student scores looked a little better only because scores in a few
other countries slipped slightly. Peggy Carr, Associate Commissioner for the National
Center on Education Statistics remarked, “We have remained steady and so our ranking
has improved—not exactly the way you want to improve your ranking” (Sparks, 2019).

PISA (cont’d)

In fact, the 2018 PISA results indicate that average U.S. scores hadn’t
changed significantly in reading or math since the test was first given
in 2000 (ASCD Capitol Connection, 2019). Of particular concern is
that these PISA results offer evidence of widening disparities between
top-performing students and those who perform at the lowest levels.
While the highest performing 10% of U.S. students show significantly
better growth since 2012, scores of the lowest 10% of students have
declined in that same time frame, “adding to a growing body of
evidence showing worsening inequity in U.S. public schools.”

(Balingit & Van Dam, 2019)

I chafe against and mourn for nearly three decades of
our increasing tendencies to “cover curriculum,” focus
nearly all our efforts on test preparation, and measure
the worth of both teachers and students by standardized
test scores—even as our students become less standardized
and as it has become clearer by the day that challenges in
both the present and future of our students have no standard
answers.
Paul France (2020). Reclaiming Personalized Learning: A Pedagogy
for Restoring Equity & Humanity. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin.

The data, taken as a
whole, seem to affirm
the admonition
of Alberto Carvahlho,
Superintendent of
Miami-Dade
Public Schools:

“WE CAN’T
ASSESS OUR WAY
TO ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE.”

WE CAN’T
STANDARDIZE
OUR WAY TO
EQUITY.

It’s not just about testing….
A rapidly expanding opportunity gap
Labeling
Sorting
Remediation
Low level classes, instruction, &
expectations

Students who know little about:
the world around them,
being a contributing citizen,
the process & contributions of science,
fact vs. opinion,
agency

Burgeoning emotional health issues

Exhausted teachers
About 45% of teachers leave the profession
in their first 5 years in the classroom

Worried students
Large numbers of disengaged students
Frustrated parents
Learning & “discipline” focused on
extrinsic motivation

Many who leave are among the brightest
in the group of new recruits
De-professionalizing mandates, curriculum,
evaluation processes

humanize
verb

hu·man·ize | \ ˈhyü-mə-ˌnīz
humanized; humanizing

Definition of humanize
To adapt to human nature, needs or use;
To make humane;
To imbue with human kindness;
To civilize;
To make something friendlier to humans;
To make kinder, gentler, more agreeable;
To make more suitable for humans.

危机
• This is the Chinese symbol for “crisis.”
• It contains two characters,
• one for danger &
• one for opportunity.

The Importance of Having a Vision
◦A vision is a mental picture of the result you want
to achieve---a picture so clear and strong it will
help make that result real. A vision is not a vague
wish or dream or hope. It’s a picture of the real
results of real efforts. It comes from the future
and informs and energizes the present.
John Graham, Author

A Vision Matters Because:
ØIt inspires action. A powerful vision pulls in ideas, people and other
resources. It creates the energy and will to make change happen. It
inspires individuals and organizations to commit, to persist and to give
their best.
ØIt is a practical guide for creating plans, setting goals and objectives,
making decisions, and coordinating and evaluating the work on any
project, large or small.
ØIt helps keep organizations and groups focused and together, especially
with complex projects and in stressful times.
John Graham, Author

My Premise:
◦ The goal of raising test scores is not a vision.
◦ It is certainly not an inspirational vision.
◦ It does not bring out the best in everyone—probably in no one.
◦ It does not feel like working for something bigger than ourselves.
◦ It has little capacity to change the world for the better.
◦ Nonetheless, it has been our ad hoc vision for nearly 30 years.

AN
ALTERNATIVE
VISION:
TO HELP EACH
LEARNER ACCESS
SUCCESS BY
BUILDING A
LIFE FOR NOW &
FOR THE FUTURE

This Vision Calls on us to Rethink the Tools we
Use to Ensure Success for Every Learner

Re-tooling Ourselves
The Tools We Continue to Use
Coverage of Standards
Teacher-telling
Students repeating
Group-teach
Scripted Texts
Strict Pacing Guides
Tight-Ship Discipline
Minimal time for Play/Social Interaction
Labeling & Sorting

The Tools We Need to Master
Focus on THE Student
Uncoverage of Meaning
Student Voice & agency
Collaboration
Community
Engagement
Relevance
Sense-Making
Self-awareness
Intellectual Challenge
Joy in Accomplishment
Removing Barriers to Learning

A Brief Look at 5 Shifts we
Need to Make on
Behalf of Student and
Teacher Access to Success
o Develop Empathetic Classrooms Focused
on THE student (not just “the students”)
o Build Community
o Re-define Curriculum
o Re-envision Assessment
o Teach Up

Mindshift #1: Focus on The Student

o You must begin with the student. You don’t begin by thinking about what you
know or your own ego. “The moments of the class belong to the student—not
the students, but to the very undivided student. You don’t teach a class. You
teach a student” (Steele, 2004, p. 96).
o As any other human characteristics, learning is diverse and different for each
learner (Earl, 2013).
o Students do not simply store knowledge they hear; each student learns in a
particular, personal way. Each child gives personal shape to his or her
understanding and to the way that he or she comes to understand things. The
teacher may be teaching a class but it is always important to remember that
all learning is ultimately an individual process. (Van Manen, 1991).
o In what universe does standing up in front of 30 people to ‘teach’ something
make any sense? Are they all learning the same thing? Who thinks that’s a
good idea? Are they all ready for the same content in the same way? Is their
genius going to shine through that whole-class instruction, or is that simply
the easiest way to express stuff? To ‘cover’ it? (Heick, TeachThought)

Do We Teach Teachers how to:
Learn about students in order to teach
them well,
Understand the impact of economic status,
race, culture, and disability on learning,
Connect with students,
Connect students with one another,
Use time, space, & resources flexibly,
How to plan for both the group and
individuals,
How to lead a classroom that balances
stability and flexibility?

Seeing the student first might look like:
◦ Getting to know individuals beyond the surface
◦ Appreciating individual variance, diversity
◦ Encouraging individual voice
◦ Listening and observing deeply--noticing
◦ Building individuals’ cognitive, emotional, and social agency
◦ Beginning with the nature, strengths, and needs of people who
who will be affected when making decisions and plans
◦ Reflecting on and assessing the impact of what we do on
the people involved
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EMPATHY IS KEY
TO HUMANIZE
CLASSROOMS (&
SCHOOLS)-- TO
FOCUS ON
THE STUDENT

A Working Definition of Empathy:
“Seeking to both understand a person’s condition and needs
from the perspective of that person, with the aim of acting to
make a difference in responding to those needs”

31

Both Teachers and Students Become The Best Version of
Themselves . . .
◦ Where they have voice—and use it beneficially;
◦ Where they experience not only personal benefit but also the benefit of others;
◦ Where their work engages their whole selves (cognitive, emotional, social, behavioral);
◦ Where they clearly see the vision and purpose behind what is being asked of them;
◦ Where they know the work is the right work for them;
◦ Where they plan for and experience consistent growth/success;
◦ Where they demonstrate joy in their successes and in their relationships with others, and
◦ Where they know others will see not only their accomplishments but also notice and value the
effort given.

-influenced by Daniel Pink, Drive; Sinek, Start with Why; and Paul Zak, Trust Factor
32

A focus on empathy would guide us in using the elements of
teaching and leading differently than we often now use
them—to create
-A place of trust,
-A place where learning is liberating
rather than oppressive,
-A place that is humanizing rather than
dehumanizing,
-A place that works for each of and all of
our students and teachers, and
-A place where each student and teacher has a
voice and creates a worthy story.
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To care for students
is to

To care about students
is to

This is
empathetic
teaching

Enjoy their company,
Enjoy thinking about them
--Geneva Gay

Act always in their best interests,
Do what’s necessary for them to
thrive
34

In an Empathetic Classroom,
We would more fully own each student’s
success,
And help each student more fully own his
or her own success as well.

Plan the Learning Highway with Ramps in Built In

Differentiation is rarely about different goals for different students.
Rather, it’s about flexible paths to common goals.

SAMPLE ROUTINE
Introduce
and teach
concept
[idea, skill]

Provide
examples to
illustrate

Allow for
in-class
practice

Assign
homework

What subject does this look like?
What students might experience the most success
within the structure of this routine?
What students might experience the least success
within the structure of this routine?

A flexible learning environment includes opportunities to focus on
individual needs and opportunities for group conversation and
collaboration.

Teaching and learning in a differentiated classroom form a rhythm of
“breaking apart” and “coming together.”
Goals that are specific to individuals or small groups are best achieved
in times of breaking apart.
Goals that are shared by the class as a whole are best achieved in
times of coming together.

This Metaphor Might Help…
As you plan, think about what everyone
MUST do in common.
Everyone stays on the main highway.
Then, think about points in that unit where
you know students are likely to encounter
difficulties—or need additional challenge—or
might benefit from exploring an interest-based
aspect of the topic.
Build in exit ramps for those times.
Later, you’ll be comfortable creating
spur-of-the-moment exit ramps, too.
Much (but not all) differentiation occurs
when students take the off-ramps.

MINDSHIFT #2
BUILD
COMMUNITY

Creating communities of respect might look like:
◦ Modeling & enacting respect for diversity of experience, perspective, talent, &
culture;
◦ Teaching students how to listen & respond with empathy & respect;
◦ Cultivating student voice;
◦ Designing & supporting meaningful & trustworthy collaboration in a variety of
teams and tasks;
◦ Encouraging exploration of varying points of view as a source of strength;
◦ Valuing collaboration & growth over competition and single-standard
“excellence;
◦ Designing student work that is challenging, meaningful, relevant,
& that draws on a wide range of strengths for successful completion.
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Everyone brings something important to the success of the team…

Cris Lozon’s kindergarten students doing “monster math”

“Best day ever!”

From a university summer program for low income
students of color—to prepare them for success in a
rigorous math/science curriculum:
“When I am sure I cannot do the work, there are
always people around me reminding me that I can!”
“We’re never feel alone. When the work is difficult,
there are seventy-two teachers with us every
step of the way.”

MINDSHIFT
#3
RE-THINK
CURRICULUM

AN AN T
RT
O
P
A
IM IDE
It’s essential to be clear about

what a curriculum is—and isn’t.

(A curriculum includes, but should not be limited to, a set of standards/goals.
In other words, a curriculum should not be seen as a “fixed” or “immutable”
entity.)

This is NOT a meal…

It’s ingredients for a meal!
You wouldn’t take people you care about
into the kitchen, point to the ingredients
on the counter, and say, “Here’s dinner.
Eat it.”

To make dinner,
you mix the ingredients in an
appetizing and healthful way…

…ensuring the right balance
of ingredients

In fact - with the same
ingredients, you can make
a base that you can then
use to make many
different dishes
dishes

depending on the needs, &
tastes of your diners.

Emphasis on:
Doing,

Making-meaning,
Solving problems,
Figuring out,
Talking in through,
Applying,
Transferring,
Owning learning.

Using knowledge &
skills in service of
Understanding.

The Curriculum We Create
Should Honor the Discipline it
Represents…
To know a subject does not only mean to know it well and to know it seriously in the
fundamental questions it poses.
To know a subject also means to hold this knowledge in a way which shows that it
loved and respected for what it is and the way it lets itself be known…
The way we stylize subject matter is a telltale expression of the way we hold it.
We may possess a certain amount of information, but only the knowledge we embody
has truly become a part of our being. A real English teacher tends not only
to love reading, writing, and carrying poetry under one arm during coffee break. A
real English teacher cannot help but poetize the world—that is, to think deeply about
human experience through the incantative power of words…
Good teachers ARE what they teach.
vanManen, M. (1986). The tone of teaching. NY: Scholastic, p. 46-47.

is

Scott Willis Honors
Geometry
He says he can’t reduce his job is to preparing students for a
year-end math test, but rather he aspires to help them become
mathematical thinkers and problem-solvers. He teaches his
students the fundamentals of geometry during first semester,
and during second semester, they solve interdisciplinary
problems using math—and writing about their thinking.
“One of the projects is for the kids to figure out their latitude
and longitude using a shadow, a clock, and a compass. I am
consulting with the kids’ geography teacher to do some lessons
that will feed into our project. On the surface, it’s not a hard
task after a bit of scaffolded thinking. The hard part will be at
the results time, when they compare their results to a GPS and
find their computed position is hundreds of miles north of
their actual position.”

Cris Lozon Honors Science

KUDs for It’s A Mystery: An Introduction to how Scientists Work
Know:
scientist, observe, scientific method, inquiry, experiment, hypothesis,tools, clues, compare/contrast
Understand:
Scientists try to answer questions about the world around them.
Scientists observe so they can ask and answer important questions.
Scientists use information to get clues about how things work so they can answer important
questions.
Scientists test their ideas to see which ones are correct.
Scientists can explain how they work and why they get the answers they
get to their questions.
Be able to Do:
Compare and contrast
Develop a question to answer through inquiry
Hypothesize
Use information to establish clues
Draw an informed conclusion and explain the conclusion

A Middle School Teacher Honors English
Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (e.g., how setting shapes the characters or plot).
Know
Elements of fiction (plot, setting, character, theme)
Analysis, evidence, interaction, supporting a position
Understand
Elements in our lives affect us and affect one another.
The people we associate with help shape us—and we help shape them.
Time of day, weather, where we are, the music we hear all impact our mood,
thoughts, and actions.
The “themes” of our lives that most strongly represent who we are and what
we stand for shape our thoughts, lives, and actions.
Authors use the elements of fiction in purposeful ways to guide readers’ thinking.
Stories are representations of life and in that way, act like our lives do.
Each element in a story shapes every other element in the story.
Do
Recognize the elements in a story.
Analyze how the elements interact—and why.
Provide evidence from the story to support your explanation.

Grade 7 Literature

The Disciplines Were Created to Help us Answer the
Question we’re Born Asking…& That we Die Asking

What is life, & who am I in it?

The Teacher

The Student

The Content

Artful Teaching as a Love Triangle

MINDSHIFT #4
RE-THINK
ASSESSMENT

Standardized/High-Stakes Tests
q Diminish quality of curriculum
q Evoke emotonal responses vs.
thinking responses for many
learners
q Are of little use to teachers in
Knowing how to teach better

Formative Assessment
q Supports deep leaning/meaningrich curriculum
q Should routinely evoke
understanding-based responses
q Helps teachers see how to teach
more responsively in the near term

q Are of almost no value in helping
students learn how to learn better

q Helps students learn better and
develop agency and autonomy
as learners

q Are NOT brain-friendly

q Are brain-friendly

MINDSHIFT #5
TEACH UP!
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EVERYONE’S TASKS:
Clear KUDs
Require careful thought
Focus on understanding
Problems to solve/Issues to address
Use key knowledge & skills to explore,
or extend understandings
Authentic
Require support, explanation, application,
evaluation, transfer
Criteria at or above “meets expectations”
Require metacognition, reflection, planning,
evaluation
Plan first for high-end challenge, then scaffold to
support a broad range of students in
accessing the complexity

New World Explorers
KNOW
◦ Key biographical information on two “New
World Explorers”
◦ Key contributions of the two explorers
UNDERSTAND
◦ Exploration involves
◦ risk
◦ costs and benefits
◦ success and failure

Do
◦ Use resource materials to illustrate
& support ideas

An
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New World Explorers
Using a teacherprovided list of
resources and list of
product options,
show how 2 key
explorers took
chances,
experienced success
and failure, and
brought about both
positive and negative
change. Provide
proof/evidence.

Using reliable and
defensible
research, develop
a way to show how
New World
Explorers were
paradoxes. Include
and go beyond the
unit principles.

If Version 1 of the task is too demanding for students with more
complex learning challenges, consider:
Providing resource boxes with appropriate materials,
Having students meet in start-up groups with the teacher to plan,
Enabling the student to use his/her first language,
Using brainstorming or think-tank groups prior to beginning work,
Providing graphic organizers with prompts to guide gathering and
synthesizing information,
Giving directions one step at a time,
Having students check in with the teacher after each step,
Having students who need planning assistance create a timeline/checklist for
completing their work,
Writing the directions with more basic vocabulary,
Writing the directions in bulleted form,
Providing a model of straightforward, competent student work,
Providing a summary of ideas in the student’s first language to support comprehension,
Providing a list of key vocabulary with clear explanations,
Using “experts of the day” to answer questions…..

“Nobody

succeeds beyond his or her
wildest expectation unless he or she
begins with some wild expectations.”

Washor, E. and Mojkowski, C. (2013). Leaving to Learn: How out-of-school time learning
increases student engagement and reduces dropout rates, Heinemann.

A recent Gallup study including 128 schools and more than
110,000 students found that student engagement and hope
were significantly positively related to student academic
achievement progress (growth) in math, reading, and all
subjects combined, along with postsecondary readiness in
math and writing.
Focusing specifically on student engagement, the study found
that schools in the top quartile of student engagement had
significantly more students exceeding and meeting proficiency
requirements than schools in the bottom quartile of
engagement

Reckmeyer, M. (2019, October 30). Focus on student engagement for better outcomes. Downloaded from
https://www.gallup.com/education/267521/focus-student-engagement-better-academic-outcomes.aspx

Ensure your engagement as a
teacher.
The effect teacher engagement has
on student engagement is great!

Identify & develop students’
talents & strengths.
The simple identification and
acknowledgment of the things a
student naturally does well can be
an immediate boost to their self
-esteem, well-being, engagement
and hope.

Four Contributors to
Student Engagement and
Hope

Teach from relevant,
meaningful curriculum.
Ensure consistent
success/growth for each
learner.

"Our greatest contribution
is to be sure there is a teacher
in every classroom who cares
that every student, every
day, learns and grows and
feels like a real human being."

Gallup's founder Don Clifton in Reckmeyer, M. (2019, October 30). Focus on student engagement for better outcomes.
Downloaded from: https://www.gallup.com/education/267521/focus-student-engagement-better-academic-outcomes.aspx

We can take some
gratification at
having come a
certain distance…
…but it should be
a deeper
satisfaction, even
an exhilaration, to
realize that we
still have such a
distance to go.
Lewis Thomas Late Night Thoughts
on Listening to Mahler’s Ninth
Symphony

Vaclev Havel

Who’s Learning OnLine?
• Students from wealthier families are
more likely to be engaging in remote
instruction, according to a survey from
the advocacy group ParentsTogether.
Data shows that 83% of students from
families earning more than $100,000
annually were participating in distance
learning daily -- compared with 4 in 10 of
the country's students from the poorest
families accessing it about once a week
or less.
Kamenetz, A. (2020, May 27). Survey shows big remote
learning gaps for low-income & special needs students. NPR.

